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Question #1

Which zones are most favorable for opening Long

positions within the framework of the full version

"Double Barrel Gun" strategy?

A. X, Y, Z 

B. A, X, Y

C. A, B, C 

D. A, X 



Question #2

At what indications of market sentiment does the full 

version "Double Barrel Gun" strategy allow a trader to open 

Long positions?

A. 2-1-0

B. 2-0-1

C. 3-0-0
D. None of the above



Question #3

What does the value of 1R mean in the framework of the 

full version "Double Barrel Gun" strategy?

A. The amount of profit / loss when making a transaction with the 

minimum possible lot and changing the price by 1% 

B. The minimum lot size for making a trade with a certain risk limit 

C. The maximum lot size for making a trade with a certain risk limit

D. Lot size that generates profit/loss in the amount of 0.25% of the 

initial deposit when the price of a financial instrument changes by 25% 

ADV



Question #4

Technical parameters of the original Multi-time Frame 

Strategy are as follows: 0.25/0.75/1/1.25/1.5 ADV. What 

technical parameters does the Multi-time Frame strategy 

based on the following time intervals have: D/4H-6H/1H?

A. 0.5/1/2/4/6 ADV 

B. 0.75/1/3/4/6 ADV

C. 0.5/1.5/2/2.5/3 ADV 
D. 1/1.25/2.5/4/6 ADV



Question #5

The technical parameters of the original Weekly Envelope 

Strategy are as follows: 1 ADV/2 ADV/3 ADV. What 

technical parameters does the Envelope strategy based on 

the following time intervals have:  M/W?

A. 2/3/4 ADV

B. 1.5/3/4.5 ADV

C. 3/4/5 ADV

D. 2.5/4/6 ADV



Question #6

Where will the nearest target zone be located in the case of 

a bullish scenario within the framework of the DTS 

strategy?

A. 50-75 % ADV

B. 66-75 % ADV

C. 75-100 % ADV

D. 50-100 % ADV



Question #7

What does the alternative trading scenario suggest within 

the framework of the DTS strategy?

A. Opening Long position

B. Closing Short position

C. Simultaneous opening of Long and Short positions

D. Depending on the state of the market, first Long, then  
Short or vice versa



Question #8

On the basis of which strategies should the balance of 

forces of market participants (market sentiment) be 

determined when opening positions according to the rules 

of the DTS strategy?

A. MTFS+DBG

B. SRKN+DBG+MTFS

C. WES+MTFS 

D. WES+MTFS+DBG



Question #9

On the basis of which strategies should the balance of 

forces of market participants (market sentiment) be 

determined when opening positions according to the rules 

of the Shuriken Strategy?

A. MTFS+DBG

B. SRKN+DBG 

C. MTFS+DBG+SRKN 

D. DTS+MTFS+DBG 



Question #10

Two financial instruments have a correlation of (-1). 

What does this mean for a trader working with a portfolio 

of strategies?

A. The price dynamics of the instruments coincides 100%, trader can 

open positions without any restrictions  

B. The price dynamics of the instruments is 100% mirror opposite, 

trader can open multidirectional positions without any restrictions  

C. The price dynamics of the instruments has nothing in common, 

trader can open positions without any restrictions 

D. All of the above is incorrect



Question #11

Under what conditions a trader working with a portfolio of 

strategies should open a hedging position?

A. WES ►►, MTFS ▲, DBG ▼
B. WES ▲, MTFS ►►, DBG ▼
C. WES ▼, MTFS ▼, DBG ▲
D. WES ▲, MTFS ▼, DBG ▼



Question #12

Which of the following can be attributed to hedging a Long 

position opened with AAPL shares within the framework of 

the WES strategy?

A. Buying a Put option on a futures contract on the Nasdaq stock 

index 

B. Buying a Put option on AAPL shares 

C. Opening a Short position with AAPL shares within the framework of 

the MTFS/DBG strategy in the presence of appropriate conditions

D. All of the above is correct
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